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AUTOMATED TRANSACTION ACCOUNTING
PROCESSING ENGINE AND APPROACH
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention is directed to data processing interactions and, more
specifically, to the management and tracking of accounting data related to transactions
involving the transfer of goods and/or services.

BACKGROUND
Data transaction processing and related accounting tracking has typically involved
intensive manual effort and, in instances where automatic processing has been used,
intensive user intervention. For example, transaction processes involve the use of a variety
of transaction documents such as orders, invoices, receipts and bills of lading (BOL). These
types of transaction documents include information associated with the transaction that is
used by parties to the transaction to monitor and process the transaction.
Data transaction documents are electronically processed for a multitude of different
types of business applications. Interaction data

electronic or physical documents)

describing characteristics of a particular transaction often includes a multitude of types of
information that are presented in many different formats. In addition, when such an
interaction involves the sale of a product from a seller to a buyer, there are often multiple
parties to the transaction in addition to the buyer and seller, such as shippers, financial
institutions, distributors and regulatory agencies

customs, taxation agencies). Often,

transaction data from one party is not in a format that is readily discernible relative to data
from other parties, requiring extensive effort to organize the data from different parties into
categories. Parsing electronic documents and other types of data in order to identify and
categorize transaction data can be a time consuming and expensive task, while also being
highly susceptible to error.
A variety of transactions are particularly susceptible to processing difficulties
relating to transaction data identification and categorization. For example, pre-payment
reconciliation and auditing for a particular business transaction are often automatically
carried out electronically at a transaction processor. Documents or other transaction
information used for these functions can arrive at the transaction processor in either an
untimely manner or in a format that is unsuitable for identification and categorization of the
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documents into particular transactions. Documents relating to a single transaction may well
use different accounting codes for the same information. In addition, different users
(business entities) often implement different types of accounting classification approaches,
with the accounting codes being applicable to one or more accounting classifications.
Another type of incompatibility that has made transaction processing difficult is
related to the common scenario wherein reference numbers or codes used by different
parties to identify a particular transaction or to identify data within a transaction are not
compatible. For example, in transactions involving buyers and sellers, sellers maintain
transaction data organized by reference numbers or codes generated by the seller. Buyers
typically must access the data using a seller's reference number or codes rather than the
buyer's reference number. In addition, buyers and sellers typically use different reference
numbers or codes for different characteristics of the transaction, making the monitoring and
management of the transaction difficult. Moreover, other parties to the transaction wishing
to obtain transaction data may well need to Obtain specific access to the party's codes for
classification of the data. For instance, where a monitoring agency is to gather and process
transaction data such as expense and revenue data, the agency must typically learn the
particular party's system in order to process expense, revenue and other data.
Expense-related aspects such as payment and billing of traditional transactions are
particularly susceptible to billing errors and fraud. For example, there often is little to no
connection between expenditures and the type of expense in which the expenditure is to be
classified. This may result in improper classification or no classification at all. Auditing
errors related to improper expense classification may then also occur. In addition, other
aspects of a transaction, such the entry of information into an accounting system

a

General Ledger) and/or the use of data for tax or auditing purposes, can often be delayed
while aspects of a particular transaction are being identified and categorized. For example,
an improper expense classification may take months to discover, with associated functions
realizing a tax reduction in relation to a business expense) being correspondingly
delayed.
Accounting-related information is also particularly susceptible to errors and fraud.
For instance, when data on invoices or other documents is manually coded to accounting
codes, there is significant opportunity for individuals to inadvertently, or sometimes even
deliberately, misunderstand classification policy and record the expense against the wrong

accounting code. When costs are rolled up at end of period, certain cost
Scategories may look like they are within guideline when, in fact, significant
0

expense have simply been booked to different accounts.

0

Accounting-related errors, accidental or otherwise, are detrimental for a
variety of reasons. Proper accounting classification of accounting data is key to
corporate compliance with rules related to the Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP) standards in general and Sarbanes-Oxley Act in particular. In
fact, without reliable accounting classification, a company's profit and loss (P&L)
statement generally does not provide a reliable indicator of the company's

N
S

10

financial health.

SAdditional

costs also arise as a result of existing inefficiencies in a variety

of transaction-processing approaches. Many of the costs are individually small,
but very large in the aggregate. For example, typical parties to transactions incur
administrative costs including those relating to the costs for creating and
delivering transaction documents, resolving billing disputes, providing a signed
copy of documents to other parties and posting accounts receivable. In addition,
the cost of parsing, recognizing and categorizing documents related to these and
other items add to the administrative costs of transactions.
An additional challenge to transaction management involves the inability to
obtain immediate information regarding a transaction. Transaction data from one
party is typically not readily available to other parties to the transaction without
direct access to private-party systems. Since the process is largely conducted
manually, it is very difficult to track a transaction and real-time data is particularly
difficult to come by. For example, there are various manual steps involved in
order to learn of the status of shipment or payment.
The above and other difficulties in the management and coordination of
business transactions have presented challenges to the effective and efficient
management of business transactions.
Any discussion of documents, devices, acts or knowledge in this
specification is included to explain the context of the invention. It should not be
taken as an admission that any of the material formed part of the prior art base or
the common general knowledge in the relevant art in Australia on or before the
priority date of the claims herein.

O

SUMMARY
The present invention is directed to alleviating at least one of the above-

N

mentioned challenges.

O

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention there is provided
a classification engine for processing transaction documents having line item
accounting data, the classification engine including:
an association processor arrangement configured and arranged, for each
of a plurality of transaction parties, to
Naccess
0
N

10

user profiles including information about each transaction party for

controlling each transaction party's access to the classification engine and for
associating transaction documents with a particular transaction party, and
associate transaction documents with a transaction party as a function of
the user profiles and information in the transaction document; and
a classification processor configured and arranged, for each transaction
document associated with a particular one of the transaction parties by the
association processor arrangement, to
retrieve classification rules for the particular transaction party as a function
of the association of the transaction document with the particular transaction
party, the classification rules including information for classifying accounting data
for the particular transaction party,
identify, in response to and as a function of the associated transaction
document, line item accounting data, and
assign an accounting code to the identified accounting data for each line
item as a function of the classification rules.
In accordance with another aspect of the present invention there is
provided, in a transaction-processing environment for facilitating transactions
involving merchant offerings among parties including buyers and sellers, aspects
of each transaction bearing on a previously-provided agreement by the parties
and being characterized by at least one transaction-based document, a general
ledger assignment engine for classifying accounting data for implementation with
a user's general ledger chart of accounts, the general ledger assignment engine
configured and arranged to, for a transaction party:

3b

\O

facilitate the loading and storing of assignment rules for classifying
Saccounting data into accounting categories in the transaction party's general
O

ledger chart of accounts;

a

assign accounting codes to transaction data bearing on the previouslyprovided agreement as a function of the loaded and stored assignment rules; and
store the transaction data under accounting categories in the transaction
party's general ledger chart of accounts as a function of the assigned accounting
codes.

n

The present invention is exemplified in a number of implementations and

c
0

10

applications, some of which are summarized below.
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According to an example embodiment of the present invention, data processing
interactions are managed using an approach generally involving the use of transaction data
based rules for classifying and/or processing accounting-related aspects of the transactions.
In a more particular example embodiment of the present invention, rules are used to
automatically classify accounting data for parties to a transaction, the rules being defined as
a function of the parties and/or the transaction. Accounting information is associated with a
particular set of rules and processed in accordance with the rules. In some instances, the
processing involves assigning accounting codes to the accounting information. In other
instances, accounting codes are assigned as a function of a transaction party for which the
accounting information is being processed.
A classification engine processes transaction documents having line item accounting
data in connection with another example embodiment of the present invention. The
classification engine includes an association processor arrangement and a classification
processor. The association processor arrangement is adapted, for each of a plurality of
transaction parties, to access user profiles including information about each transaction
party for controlling each transaction party's access to the classification engine and for
associating transaction documents with a particular transaction party. The user profiles and
information in the transaction document are used to associate transaction documents with a
transaction party.
The classification processor is adapted, for each transaction document associated
with a particular one of the transaction parties by the association processor arrangement, to
retrieve and use classification rules to assign an accounting code to line item accounting
data. Classification rules, which include information for classifying accounting data for
particular transaction parties, are retrieved for a particular transaction party as a function of
the association of a transaction document with the transaction party. The classification
processor identifies, in response to and as a function of the associated transaction document,
line item accounting data from the transaction document, and assigns an accounting code to
the identified accounting data for each line item as a function of the classification rules.
A general ledger assignment engine facilitates accounting classification in a
transaction-processing environment involving merchant offerings among parties including
buyers and sellers, aspects of each transaction bearing on a previously-provided agreement
a contract) by the parties and being characterized by at least one transaction-based

document. The general ledger assignment engine is adapted for classifying

O O

Saccounting data for implementation with a transaction-party user's general ledger
chart of accounts.

0

Assignment rules for classifying accounting data are loaded and stored
into accounting categories in each transaction party's general ledger chart of
accounts. Accounting codes are assigned to transaction data bearing on the
previously-provided agreement as a function of the loaded and stored assignment
rules,

accordingly, the type of accounting code to be associated therewith.

N
O
O
N

by using data in the rules to identify the type of transaction data and,

10

The transaction data is stored under accounting categories in the
transaction party's general ledger chart of accounts as a function of the assigned
accounting codes.
"Comprises/comprising" when used in this specification is taken to specify
the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components but does not
preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps,
components or groups thereof.
The above summary of the present invention is not intended to describe
each illustrated embodiment or every implementation of the present invention.
The figures and detailed description that follow more particularly exemplify these
embodiments.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The invention may be more completely understood in consideration of the
detailed description of various embodiments of the invention in connection with
the accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 shows a transaction processing arrangement, according to an
example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 1A shows a transaction processing arrangement for separately
tracking and auditing accounting data for regulatory-type compliance functions,
according to another example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram showing an approach for transaction management
involving the application of accounting codes to transaction data, according to
another example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram for transaction management involving the
assignment of accounting codes to accounting data as a function of transaction

IND
data based rules and corresponding management of the accounting data,

O
Saccording

to another example embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram for an approach to transaction management with

d

invoice approval and General Ledger account code assignment for a buyer,
S

5

according to another example embodiment of the present invention; and
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FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for an approach to transaction management with
accounting data classification and compliance processing, according to another example
embodiment of the present invention.
While the invention is amenable to various modifications and alternative forms,
specifics thereof have been shown by way of example in the drawings and will be described
in detail. It should be understood, however, that the intention is not necessarily to limit the
invention to the particular embodiments described. On the contrary, the intention is to
cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of
the invention as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The present invention is believed to be applicable to a variety of different types of
business approaches and interactions, and has been found to be particularly useful for
applications involving data processing of transactions including accounting data and other
related aspects thereof. While the present invention is not necessarily limited to such
approaches, various aspects of the invention may be appreciated through a discussion of
examples using these and other contexts.
According to an example embodiment of the present invention, stored accountingtype information is used to automatically classify accounting-related data, such as expense
and/or revenue data, for a particular transaction. Accounting-related data is parsed at a
transaction arrangement and, using the stored accounting-type information, accounting
codes are automatically applied to the accounting-related data. With this approach,
discrepancies (intentional and unintentional) in the assignment of accounting codes to
accounting-related data can be reduced or even eliminated.
According to another example embodiment of the present invention, data processing
interactions are managed using an approach that facilitates categorization of certain
interaction data including accounting data as a function of accounting code characteristics
of the data. Interaction data from an accounting document and another source

another

document and/or a user profile source) is used to assign data from the accounting document
into one or more particular interaction categories. Accounting data such as expenses and
revenues included in the interaction data is automatically categorized and, where
appropriate, used to update related interaction data. For instance, expense data received
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from an invoice payment document can be used to automatically update appropriate ledgertype accounts as a function of expense classification functions that are predefined in a user
profile. These ledger-type accounts may, for example, represent total expenditures for a
particular business entity under a particular expense classification. Revenue data can be
processed in a manner similar to the above-discussed processing of expense data. With
these approaches, business interaction data is automatically categorized into groups that can
be used to identify documents and other business interaction data under selected accounting
functions.
According to another example embodiment of the present invention, a transactionprocessing system includes a database having storage locations for storing user-profile
attributes that correspond to a particular business entity involved in transactions managed
by the transaction processing system, and for storing accounting data table information for
tracking accounting-type data. The transaction processing system is adapted to categorize
transaction data using the user-profile attributes to define characteristics of the
categorization. For instance, accounting-type data is automatically categorized with a code
assigned in accordance with the user-profile attributes

by labeling particular types of

expenses with accounting codes that identify the expense as directed by the user-profile
attributes). These codes are used in automatically storing the accounting-type data under an
accounting data table location in the database. When line-item accounting data is stored
under the accounting data table, line-item specific information such data identifying a cost
associated with the line item and/or data describing the type of merchant offerings to which
the line item accounting data applies can be stored under the accounting data table location.
In one implementation, users can create and manage configuration tables to facilitate
the definition of accounting codes and their categorization into data table locations. These
definitions are used to relate codified accounting data to a particular category automatically,
for example, by storing the data in a data table location identified by the category or
otherwise labeling the codified accounting data with the particular category. Using the
stored location (or label) for the codified accounting data, data for a particular user is
automatically related to accounting fields

for the user's General Ledger or other

accounting structure).
In another example embodiment of the present invention, a transaction-processing
system facilitates transactions involving merchant offerings

goods and/or services)
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among transaction parties including buyers and sellers. Aspects of each transaction bear on
a previously-provided agreement by the parties and are characterized by at least one
transaction-based document. The system includes a databank and a computer arrangement
one or more computers, and in the latter case, the computers being in communication
with one another). The computer arrangement is adapted to store respective accounting
codes in the databank for each of a plurality of parties. The accounting codes may, for
example, relate to a particular set of expense or revenue fields specified by a particular user,
with the codes further implemented for tracking the fields,

in the particular user's

General Ledger. These accounting codes may further relate to regulatory-type compliance
rules, such as those implemented to ensure that a particular entity's accounting processes
comply with legal and other standards. In this regard, the computer arrangement uses
transaction data based rules associated with the accounting codes and stored in the databank
to apply the stored accounting codes to expenses and/or revenues indicated via a
transaction-based document. Using this association and application of accounting codes,
progress toward completion of the previously-provided agreement is advanced, such as by
providing information relative to a payment condition for a particular transaction and/or by
generating accounting data characterizing an aspect of the agreement.
Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1 shows a transaction processing arrangement 100
including a transaction processor 110

a computer or computer arrangement)

programmed to automatically classify accounting information, according to another
example embodiment of the present invention. The transaction processor 110 is in
communication with a memory arrangement 112 where transaction-related information
including sets of rules for classifying accounting information
stored. The memory arrangement 112

accounting codes) is

a databank or series of databanks) is shown

coupled to the transaction processor 110; however, in various implementations, some or all
of the memory arrangement is part of the transaction processor, is located at a remote
location and/or includes a plurality of data storage circuits and/or media at different
locations.
A plurality of user nodes 120, 122, 124, 126 and 128 are communicatively coupled
with the transaction processor 110. The user nodes 120-128 may include any of a variety of
user-interface tools for data access involving, for example, a buyer, seller, distributor,
shipper, carrier, government agency, financial institution or other type of individual, entity,
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group or agency that are involved in a transaction. These nodes interact with the transaction
processor 110 for providing transaction-related information, such as accounting rules,
orders, invoices, shipping documents, payment authorization, payment execution, customs
documents, security documents and others. In addition, this transaction-related information
may include applicability information relating to the information's relationship with
accounting data, such as effective and expiration dates wherein the information's
applicability is limited to a particular range of dates. In some instances, the nodes are used
primarily as interfaces for providing data to the transaction processor 110, with users at the
nodes being able to provide transaction-related information such as classification rules
according to specified formats). In other instances, the transaction processor 110
automatically accesses information from the user nodes for a variety of purposes, such as
retrieving classification rules

accounting codes) or updating related accounting fields.

This interaction between the nodes and the transaction processor 110 is controlled using, for
example, authorization for access such as password-protected authorization and others.
When transaction data includes accounting-related data, the transaction processor
110 parses the data and automatically identifies and categorizes

classifies) the

accounting-related data using rules for the particular type of data. This categorization is
carried out using,

a categorization engine or other programmed aspect of the

transaction processor 110; where General Ledger data is involved, a General Ledger
assignment engine can be implemented, in this regard, to assign General Ledger
categorization or codes. Applicable rules may be tailored, for example, to a particular party
to a transaction or to a particular accounting class and may involve the assignment of userspecific categorization codes, such as a General Ledger code (with assignment of codes
implemented for assigning codes used to categorize accounting data into a General Ledger).
The categorization information is optionally sent to parties to the transaction to which the
accounting-related data applies. In addition, parties having transaction information in the
memory arrangement 112 can use this categorization to monitor and report characteristics of
transactions managed by the transaction processor 110. Accounting rules stored at the
transaction processor 110 can also be assessed at one of the user nodes and/or directly at the
transaction processor.
In one implementation, the transaction processor 110 is adapted to automatically
apply transaction data based rules for assigning accounting codes to transaction data when

WO 2005/124628
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in a transaction document). The rules are used

by an assignment engine, either part of or separate from the transaction processor 110, to
assign the accounting codes to the transaction data. When an update to the assignment rules
is received at the transaction processor 110

via one of the user nodes 120-128), a new

call to assign accounting codes to data is made by the transaction processor and any
corresponding updates are made. For instance, when a transaction data for a particular user
has been assigned a particular accounting code and that user inputs an update to rules used
to assign such codes, the transaction processor 110 automatically updates the code assigned
to the transaction data using the updated rules. Optionally, the user providing the
assignment rule update selectively control the application of the updated rules, for example
where the user desires to selectively apply the updated rules to new transactions.
In some instances, the transaction processor 110 limits and/or tracks access to the
assignment rules for updating the rules. For example, where the assignment rules are
implemented for assigning expense codes for classifying expense data, the transaction
processor 110 is implemented to limit user access to the assignment rules to inhibit
undesirable manipulation of the rules and of data associated with the rules. In this regard,
an entity implementing the transaction processor 110 can ensure that proper expense
classification is carried out by limiting access to expense classification rules and further by
automating the classification process, thereby limiting the chance for error or intentional
manipulation of accounting data.
The transaction processor 110 assigns prices as a function of the assigned
accounting codes in connection with another implementation. The prices are associated
with particular accounting codes in the memory arrangement 112 using, for example, user
profile information to set the prices. When accounting data is assigned a particular
accounting code that further includes a price or price structure, the according price or price
structure is automatically assigned to the accounting data.
In another implementation, the transaction processor 110 parses and groups
transaction documents using common attributes to automatically group documents relating
to a particular transaction together. This automatic categorization may involve, for
example, automatically associating a particular transaction document with one or more
users and subsequently using profile attributes for that user to define the application of
accounting codes to data in the transaction document. In one particular example, documents

PCT/US2005/019955
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are grouped into categories defined by anchor-type information as discussed in connection
with U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/864,761 (USBA.120PA), entitled "Automated
Transaction Processing System and Approach" and filed on June 9, 2004, which is fully
incorporated herein by reference.
In another example embodiment, the transaction processor 110 is further adapted to
grant and control information exchange with the memory arrangement 112 as a function of
inputs received from the nodes 120-128, such as authorization inputs and transactionspecific inputs. When users at one of the nodes 120-128 attempt to send information to or
retrieve information from the transaction processor 110, authorization information from the
users is used to control the information transfcr. The authorization information may
include, for example, access-type information

a password or user ID) or simply

document information that the transaction processor 110 recognizes.
When information exchange is controlled with transaction information and one of
the nodes 120-128 sends transaction data (el

an electronic document) to the transaction

processor 110, the memory arrangement 112 is parsed to match the transaction data with
stored information. If a match is found, the transaction processor 110 processes the
transaction data in accordance with the stored information,

using rules for assigning

accounting codes. For example, where the transaction document grants authorization to
effect payment by a buyer in accordance with a previously-provided agreement such as a
contract, the transaction data is matched with that buyer's stored information, and the
buyer's appropriate expense codes are assigned to the expense data

to individual line

items). Where the transaction data indicates that payment has been received by a seller, the
transaction data is matched to that seller's stored information, with the seller's appropriate
revenue codes being assigned to the transaction payment data and, where appropriate, to
line individual line items in the payment data.
In another example embodiment, the transaction processor 110 is adapted to store
and maintain an accounting structure for a particular business entity at one of the user
nodes. For example, referring to user node 128, inputs received via a user interface at the
user node are processed by the transaction processor 110 to create a memory arrangement
for the business entity. Profile-type information, such as rules for assigning accounting
codes and user access authorization as discussed above is also input via the user interface at
user node 128. With this information, the transaction processor 110 assigns accounting
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codes and controls access to information stored for the business entity in maintaining the
accounting structure. For instance, when profile-type information directs that a particular
type of expense be classified into an accounting category identified with a particular
accounting code, that accounting code is assigned to the expense. Such profile-type
information can be programmed into the transaction processor 110 using, for example, an
algorithm-based program configured to compare transaction data with assignment rule
characteristics and to generate an output code such as a valid general ledger code.
In one particular application involving the maintenance of an accounting structure as
discussed above, accounting-type data such as accounting codes is loaded into the
accounting structure via a data interface exchange with the business entity's accounting
system. For instance, where a business entity at user node 128 employs a particular type of
hardware and software for a General Ledger system), the
accounting system
transaction processor 110 interfaces with the accounting system to retrieve or otherwise
receive data therefrom. This data from the business entity's accounting system is then used
by the transaction processor 110 to establish the accounting structure. Such data may
include, for example, information used to specify effective and expiration dates (or
expiration events) for account codes, which is useful for proactively loading this
information to ensure timely handling of the expiration of the account codes.
In another example embodiment, accounting codes used by the transaction processor
110 are selectively loaded with information defined by the transaction processor and/or by
users at one or more of the user nodes 122-128. For instance, some or all of a particular
accounting code can be based on, for example, particular data values within a transaction to
which the code is applied or defined combinations of transaction data. In an example
transaction involving an order from Subsidiary

and Warehouse

for product class

the order could be directly classified to accounting code involving identification
characteristics for

and

such as code "SSS/DDDiCCCCCC" where each

character is part of the code. Accounting codes, such as General Ledger codes, can thus be
defined by the transaction processor 110 as new expenses, revenues and/or other transaction
aspects are encountered. These defined codes may involve predefined aspects, such as
those indicating that such a defined code employ information including subsidiary,
warehouse and product data as discussed above.
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In another example embodiment, the transaction processor 110 monitors changes to
accounting data over time. The monitored changes are used for a variety of purposes, such
as for generating reports, tracking compliance and for making appropriate reversing entries
to keep accounting data such as general ledger data in order. For example, when a
particular accounting field in a transaction document or other transaction-related item is
updated, the transaction processor monitors the update and accordingly updates associated
fields

updates a user's General Ledger account).
Transaction data received at the transaction processor 110 is cross-referenced with

security-type data stored in the memory arrangement 112 in accordance with another
example embodiment. When transaction data matches certain security-controlled criteria,
the transaction to which the transaction data belongs can be flagged or otherwise audited,
for example, by government-type agencies. For instance, where an accounting
classification type matches a classification that is subject to governance, data relating to the
particular classification type can be automatically reported to a third party, such as a
government monitoring agency.
In another example embodiment that may be implemented with reference to FIG. 1,
third-party interaction with transaction data processed by the transaction processor 110 is
used to audit exchange-rate information. For example, when transaction data includes
information regarding a particular currency to use, third-party exchange rate data can be
matched to the transaction data. This match is used to automatically assign exchange rate
information to individual transactions, for example, as a function of expense-classification
rules that direct the application of an exchange rate to a particular classification.
Fees are automatically assessed by the transaction processor 110, as a function of
processing carried out on behalf of users at one or more of the nodes 120-128. In some
applications, the fees are flat-fee based, with a flat fee assessed to particular users in
accordance with processing functions for that user. In other applications, fees are assessed
on a use-basis, for example, where the volume of transactions being processed
corresponding to a particular fee amount. In still other applications, fees are assessed on a
transaction basis,

where the fee is a percentage of an amount of funds transferred in the

transaction. The fees arc generally assessed to the party in the transaction for which
information is classified, and can be directly withheld from funds transferred for the
transaction where the transaction processor 110 facilitates the transfer.
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FIG. 1A shows an expense processing arrangement 105 adapted for separately
tracking and auditing transaction data for regulatory-type compliance functions, according
to another example embodiment of the present invention. The arrangement 105 includes an
expense-tracking processor 130, an auditing processor 140 and, in applications where
outside reporting is implemented, a reporting processor 150. In some applications, multiple
auditing processors are implemented for accessing classified expense data relating to
different selected business entities. Where reporting is carried out via the reporting
processor 150, an output from the reporting is made available to one or more entities,
depending upon the reporting application. By way of example, a regulatory entity 160 is
shown in FIG. 1A receiving such reporting output, with the type of accounting data being
processed being expense data. This approach is also applicable to the processing of
revenue, with appropriate expense functions being implemented with revenue functions.
The expense-tracking processor 130 monitors transaction data, associates tracked
expense data with a tracking parameter

an expense classification code) using expense

classification rules 132 and stores the associated expense data in a memory arrangement
112, shown and labeled to correspond to the memory arrangement 112 in FIG. 1. The
transaction data is provided,

by one or more transaction parties in connection with an

agreement such as a contract for goods and/or services. The expense classification rules
132 include classification information related to compliance-related issues and, in some
applications, classification information that is entity-specific, such as classification
preferences for a particular transaction party. As with the above discussion, memory
arrangement 112 is selectively implemented with different data storage locations and/or
approaches. In this regard, the memory arrangement 112 may include two or more different
data storage locations, accessible by the arrangement 105 (and the arrangement 100) for
appropriate functions.
The expense-tracking processor 130 uses transaction data from a variety of sources,
depending upon the application. For example, a transaction party supplying a transaction
document such as an order, an invoice or a customs document can provide the transaction
data. This supplied transaction data is generally electronically delivered or otherwise made
available to the expense-tracking processor 130. Where the expense-tracking processor 130
is implemented for company-wide processing, a company's transactions are made available
to the expense-tracking processor 130. A business entity

relative to FIG. 1, at one of
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the nodes 120-128) makes its expense data available to the expense-tracking processor 130.
In some implementations, the expense-tracking processor 130 processes transaction expense
data on an active transaction-by-transaction basis, utilizing incoming transaction documents
to automatically classify, associate or otherwise process transaction expense data on behalf
of a user
a buyer or seller) while also providing tracking information for classifying
expense data in accordance with applicable compliance functions. In other
implementations, the expense-tracking processor 130 processes archived information
maintained for a variety of transactions involving a particular business entity

as

would be maintained in a company-specific accounting record), with the classification
functions carried out by the expense-tracking processor focusing upon compliance-related
classification.
The auditing processor 140 audits the expense data classified by the expensetracking processor 130, using the expense classification rules 132, and stored in the memory
arrangement 112. The auditing is carried out in accordance with applicable regulatory-type
compliance rules to ensure that the expense data is properly classified,

as relative to the

use of the classified data to characterize a particular business entity's business performance
and financial well-being. In this regard, the auditing processor 140 implements compliance
rules 142 relating to the classification of expense data (and, where appropriate, other
accounting data) to ensure that expense data is classified in accordance with the regulatorytype compliance rules. These compliance rules 142 are updated to reflect regulatory
changes, and can be tailored to each particular company audited.
In some applications, the auditing processor 140 has direct access to information in
the memory arrangement 112. For example, where the auditing processor and memory
arrangement are implemented in a common transaction arrangement, the auditing processor
140 can routinely, actively or otherwise access the memory arrangement 112 for retrieving
and auditing the classified expense data in accordance with the compliance rules 142. In
this regard, the auditing processor 140 selectively accesses the memory arrangement 112 for
classified expense data for a particular business entity undergoing an audit.
In other applications, a communications controller 135 is implemented with the
auditing processor 140 and/or with the memory arrangement 112 for sending classified
expense data to the auditing processor. The communications controller 135 directly
accesses the memory arrangement 112 and selectively makes classified expense data
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available to the auditing processor 140. For instance, where the auditing processor 140
requests data for a particular business entity

transaction party), the communications

controller 135 responds to the request by making classified expense data for the particular
business entity available to the auditing processor. In some applications, this approach
involves an authentication process, wherein the communications controller 135 verifies that
the requested classified expense data can be delivered to the auditing processor 140 using a
security parameter or other type of authentication approach. The classified expense data is
communicated to the auditing processor 140 using conventional communications channels,
such as the Internet (wired/wireless bussing or other network-based communications).
In some applications, the auditing processor 140 has remote security-based access to
the classified expense data 112. For example, in a manner similar to that discussed above
with the communications controller 135, the auditing processor may provide an
authentication criterion that is used by the memory arrangement 112 (or an associated
controller such as the communications controller 135 or the expense-tracking processor
130) to authenticate the auditing processor 140. The authentication generally grants dataspecific access to information in the memory arrangement 112, for example, by granting
access to classified expensed data for a particular business entity or a group of business
entities for which the auditing processor is authenticated. In some applications, user
profiles such as those discussed above are used to authenticate a particular auditing
processor; these user profiles may include information stored with a profile for a particular
auditing processor and/or with business entities granting access to their data. Once
authenticated, the auditing processor 140 can access information in the memory
arrangement 112, relative to the authentication.
Where the auditing processor 140 audits a multitude of business entities having their
expense data classified and stored in the memory arrangement 112 (or another memory
arrangement), profile information for each business entity is used to identify and track the
results of the audit for each entity. In some applications, the profile information also
includes information used by the auditing processor 140 to specifically tailor auditing
functions to a.particular entity. For instance, where a particular business entity requires
specific auditing functions relative to the type of business it is involved with and as dictated
by relevant regulatory-type compliance rules, profile information for that particular business
entity reflect the specific auditing needs. Also, where a particular business entity requests a
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particular auditing function or approach, such as those involving report generation in a
specific format or otherwise, these profiles are used by the auditing processor 140 to carry
out the requested function or approach.
When implemented, the reporting processor 150 uses information generated by the
auditing processor 140 to generate a report and send that report to specified recipients, such
as a regulatory entity 160 as shown, or to a business entity for whom the audit is being
performed.
The arrangement 105 and approach discussed herewith may be implemented with a
variety of expense, revenue and other transaction processing approaches. For example, one
or more of the functions shown in the arrangement 105 can be implemented in connection
with the transaction processor 110 in FIG. I. Selected functions

expense or revenue

tracking, auditing and/or reporting) shown in and discussed in connection with FIG. 1A are
programmed into the transaction processor 110 of FIG. I. The transaction processor 110
carries out the functions discussed herein as associated with the respective tracking, auditing
and reporting processors 130, 140 and 150.
In certain applications, both tracking and auditing functions carried out by the
tracking and auditing processors 130 and 140 are implemented via the transaction processor
110 but controlled by separate entities to facilitate compliance with applicable accounting
practices relative,

to rules requiring the separation of such functions. For example, the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 has required that auditing services be carried out by a separate
entity, relative to those carrying out non-auditing services. In this regard, user profiles or
other rules at the transaction processor 110 are maintained separately for these functions and
implemented such that tracking (or any non-audit service) is carried out under independent
control, relative to any auditing functions. Access to the user profiles or other control
characteristics relating to the tracking and auditing functions is accordingly limited using
security measures such as those discussed above with FIG. 1. With this approach, tracking
and auditing functions are carried out in connection with the transaction processor 110
while maintaining separate control of these functions and, accordingly, meeting compliance
rules relating to such separate control.
In some applications, one or more of the tracking, auditing and reporting functions
respectively carried out by processors 130, 140 and 150 are implemented at one of the user
nodes 120-128. An external entity such as an auditing or expense classification entity at
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one of the user nodes 120-128 interacts with the transaction processor 110 to execute
associated functions with transaction data processed by the transaction processor 110. As
discussed above, access to data in the memory arrangement 112 can be selectively
controlled by the transaction processor 110, for example as implemented with the auditing
processor 140.
Fees are assessed for some or all of the processing functions shown in and described
in connection with FIG. 1A. For example, where implemented with the transaction
processor 110 in FIG. 1, fees can be assessed as discussed above in connection with FIG. 1.
In addition, fees can be separately assessed by expense-tracking entities operating or
otherwise providing the expense-tracking processor 130, either directly or via the truncation
processor 110, where applicable. Similarly, fees can be separately assessed by the entities
operating or providing the auditing processor 140 and its functions. These fees can be
automatically assessed via the arrangement 105 (and, where implemented 100) or
independently from these arrangements.
Referring again to FIG. 1A, another example embodiment of the present invention is
directed to the implementation of one or more of the above approaches in connection with
the management and/or processing of a user's General Ledger. The expense-tracking
processor 130 interacts with transaction data and further interfaces with data in the memory
arrangement 112 to track expense data relative to the General Ledger. The memory
arrangement 112 is generally implemented to store a chart structure for each user's General
Ledger Chart of Accounts, in addition to storing transaction data based rules for each user
as discussed with FIG. 1).
The expense classification rules 132 include General Ledger assignment rules for
assigning General Ledger accounting codes to expenses. The expense-tracking processor
130 uses the General Ledger assignment rules to assign the General Ledger accounting
codes,

using a General Ledger assignment engine implemented via software at the

expense-tracking processor 130. When transaction data is received or otherwise accessed
by the expense-tracking processor 130, the stored data based rules are used to assign codes
and other information, where appropriate, to the transaction data for use in loading and/or
updating the General Ledger chart structure for the relevant user in the memory
arrangement 112. This updated information is used by the relevant user

a buyer or

seller party to a transaction) to advance progress toward completion of a transaction, for
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example by facilitating the user's assurance that performance of a particular transaction has
been carried out such that payment for the performance is ripe.
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram showing an approach for transaction management
involving the assignment of accounting codes to transaction data, according to another
example embodiment of the present invention. The approach shown in FIG. 2 and
discussed below is applicable, for example, to one or more of the approaches discussed in
connection with FIG. 1. Similarly, the transaction processing arrangement 100 shown in
FIG. 1 may be implemented with the approach shown and discussed with FIG. 2.
At block 210, user profile attributes are stored for a plurality of users, with each user
having a set of profile attributes that include accounting code assignment preferences
in connection with transaction data based rules). At block 220, a transaction-based
document is received at a transaction processor, with the document having one or more
accounting-type fields with accounting data therein. The transaction-based document is
parsed at block 230 and, using data from the document, one or more user profiles to which
the transaction-based document applies is associated with the document. For example, by
comparing owner information from the transaction-based document with owner information
in stored user profiles, ownership of the document can be attributed to a particular user,
from which accounting code assignment preferences can be applied. As another example,
by associating the document with a particular transaction, user profiles for parties to the
transaction can be associated with the transaction-based document

with the accounting

data being processed differently for different parties to the transaction).
At block 240, the accounting code assignment preferences of one of the user profiles
associated with the transaction-based document at block 230 are used to assign accounting
codes to accounting-type data from the document. Such data may include, for example,
expense-type data relating to a particular type of expense to which the transaction-based
document applies, or revenue-type data relating to a revenue to which the transaction-based
document applies. At block 250, the transaction processor classifies the accounting-type
data from the accounting fields in the document into categories using the accounting codes.
Such categories may include, for example, categories used for taxation and other auditing
purposes and/or for internal tracking for purposes including entry into typical accountingtype documents, such as a General Ledger.
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In one implementation, the user profile attributes stored at block 210 include tailored
accounting rules for processing accounting type data from transaction-based documents.
Such rules may be, for instance, provided and/or edited by users for which profile attributes
are stored. When certain characteristics of the accounting-type data correspond to a
particular transaction data based rule, that rule is used in applying an accounting code to the
accounting-type data at block 240 and/or for further processing the data as a function of the
accounting classification applied to the data.
In a more particular example embodiment of the present invention, accounting-type
data is stored in an anchor location at block 260 corresponding to a particular transaction
using data from the transaction-based document and stored transaction-profile attributes.
The anchor location is defined as a function of transaction information and used for relating
different documents pertaining to a particular transaction together. These transactionprofile attributes may, for example, include attributes stored at block 210 in connection with
the storage of user profile attributes and, further, may include data that parallels user profile
attributes to parties to transaction to which the transaction-profile attributes apply.
In one instance, when a particular anchor location is assigned an anchor
identification (ID) that corresponds to (or, in some instances, includes) a particular
accounting classification, the accounting-type data is stored in the particular anchor location
for the particular accounting classification. The appropriate anchor ID effectively identifies
the accounting-type data with the accounting classification and correspondingly can be
further used for accounting, auditing and other purposes, simply by retrieving data assigned
the particular accounting classification. For further discussions of more detailed exampled
embodiments in this regard, reference may be made to U.S. Patent Document, identified by
Application Serial No. 10/864,761 (USBA.120PA) filed June 9, 2004 and entitled
"Automated Transaction Processing System and Approach," incorporated herein by
reference.
As with FIG. 1A, the approaches shown in and described in connection with FIG. 3
and FIG. 4 are selectively implemented with revenue-classification approaches, with
expense-classification functions carried out for revenue classification using revenue
classification rules in place of (or in addition to) expense classification rules.
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram showing an approach to managing expense data for one or
more particular entities to which the expense data applies, according to another example
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embodiment of the present invention. At block 310, incoming expense data is parsed to
identify characteristics for use in expense code assignment and to associate the expense data
with a particular user profile. The incoming expense data may, for example, be presented in
the form of a transaction-based document or other type of data arrangement presenting data
that can be associated with a particular transaction. Identifiable expense characteristics may
include, for example, a type of good or service and/or a type of business function
manufacturing, entertainment, etc.) to which a particular expense applies.
At block 320, the incoming expense data is automatically associated with user
profile data for a user

business entity) to which the expense data applies. This user

may, for example, be a buyer in a transaction between the buyer and a seller, with the
expense data pertaining to the goods and/or services being purchased by a buyer. Such user
profile information can be stored for a multitude of business entities using, for example, a
transaction management system for assigning expense data. The association between the
expense data and the user profile data uses information in the expense data, or in a
document or other data arrangement in which the expense data is presented, for comparing
with user profile data and identifying a match therebetween. The matching user profile data
is thus automatically associated with the expense data.
At block 330, an expense code is assigned to the expense data using stored
assignment rules that are applicable to the identified characteristics. These stored
assignment rules are, for example, general rules applicable to more than one user or be
tailored specifically to a user as stored in connection with user profile information and
accordingly associated with the expense data at block 320. The diversity and quantity of
types of accounting codes are applicable to a multitude of expense categories and
accordingly can be tailored to a specific entity's particular business scenario (if specific
assignment rules are used). For instance, a certain type of expense code may be established
for application to entertainment expenses applicable to entertaining business clients. In
other examples, the expense code is established for disposable expenses such as utility fees,
the expense code is established for capital goods requiring tracking for depreciation, such as
manufacturing equipment. These and other examples are readily implemented using this
approach.
At block 340, data having assigned expense codes is automatically categorized into
expense category tables using transaction profile data for the particular user for which the
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expense data is being processed. Each of the assigned expense codes

including those

discussed in the preceding paragraph) can be fit into particular expense categories, some of
which may overlap. These expense categories, as with the expense codes, can include a
multitude of types of expense categories, depending upon the implementation and
accounting needs of the user for which the data is being categorized. In addition, the
expense categories can be tiered using, for example, a general type category to encompass
two or more specific categories

a single taxation category may apply to many different

specific expense categories).
At block 350, expense category tables are used to generate informational data that
can be used to evaluate aspects of an entity to which the categorized expense data applies.
In one instance, the expense category tables can involve the use of an expense assignment
approach involving the categorization of expenses for use in generating entity evaluation
data for reporting business entity profitability characteristics. This entity evaluation data is
useful and advantageous, for example, in tracking information for compliance with
applicable accounting laws and for providing accurate business wellness information to
shareholders and potential investors using,

profit and loss statements and other

communication tools.
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram showing an approach to transaction management with
invoice approval and General Ledger account code assignment applicable to transactions
involving buyers and sellers, according to another example embodiment of the present
invention. Atransaction processor 410 carries out invoice processing and General Ledger
(GL) code assignment functions, using information stored in a database 440. A buyer
processor 420 implemented, eg., at a buyer's location and/or in connection with the
transaction processor 410, facilitates invoice approval. Where appropriate, the buyer
processor 420 also facilitates the integration of expense data with a General Ledger Chart of
Accounts 430 for the buyer. Upon invoice approval, the transaction processor 410
facilitates payment via a financial institution 450.
As part of a payment process associated with a transaction between a buyer and
seller, the seller sends an invoice 405 to the transaction processor 410. The invoice 405 is
typically communicated in the form of an electronic document or other type of electronic
data. An invoice processor 412 at the transaction processor 410 parses received invoice
data to obtain information that can be used to identify the invoice, such as by identifying the
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seller or buyer. Using identification information, the transaction processor 410 requests
user profile and expense classification rules from the database 440. The database 440
includes such user profiles 444 and expense classification rules 442 associated with a
variety of buyers and sellers using the transaction processor 410. The various buyers and
sellers provide the profiles 444 and expense classification rules to be associated with their
particular transactions.
The expense classification rules 442 include data that is usable by the transaction
processor 410, in connection with information from the invoice 405, to assign GL codes to
data in the invoice. In this regard, the expense classification rules 442 include one or more
of a variety of types of assignment data that facilitate such GL code assignment. This
assignment data may include information for generating a new GL code in accordance with
the invoice 405, information for assigning codes using product identification information in
the invoice, or others. For example, the assignment data in the expense classification rules
442 may indicate that products having a product code "ABC" are to be classified under
expense category "XYZ." The assignment data may be specific to vendors

to a

vendor sending the invoice 405), or general to more than one vendor. In some applications,
the identification of a vendor sending the invoice 405 is used in connection with the expense
classification rules 442 assigning the GL code, where a vendor identification is used solely
or in connection with other information in the invoice 405 in assigning an accounting code
thereto. Other expense classification rules 442 may involve computer code that is
executable by the transaction processor 410, in connection with selected transaction
information in the invoice 405, to generate an appropriate accounting code. In general, the
expense classification rules 442 include any information specified by a transaction party and
that can be used with transaction data to assign GL codes. This specified information varies
from situation to situation, and thus is specifically tailored, where appropriate, to particular
transaction parties. For purposes of this embodiment (and otherwise herein), the expense
classification rules 442 are generated to suit specific applications and these applications are
contemplated herein.
In some applications, the database 440 is implemented locally

connected and/or

connected via a local area network (LAN)) with the transaction processor 410, with data
requests involving memory retrieval types of request typically implemented with a personal
computer or a LAN. In other applications, the database 440 is located remotely, with the
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profile and classification rule requests being sent,

via a communications link such as

the Internet, verified at the database 440 and processed as a function of content in the
request such as profile identification and/or security data.
User profile and expense classification rule data 441 is sent from the database 440 to
the transaction processor 410 in response to the corresponding request. The data 441 is
used by the transaction processor to process the invoice 405 by generating an invoice
approval request for the proper buyer (here associated with the buyer processor 420). For
example, user profiles such as those discussed above can be used to associate a particular
invoice with a particular transaction and/or party to the transaction, such as the buyer and/or
seller.
If the invoice is approved by the buyer processor 420, invoice payment authorization
data 421 is generated and sent to the transaction processor 410. The invoice is approved (or
not approved), for example, using data such as profile or contract data accessible to the
buyer processor 420, or manually with a human input used to approve the invoice for
payment.
The transaction processor 410 responds to the invoice payment authorization data by
implementing the GL code assignment engine 414 to assign a General Ledger code to the
invoice. Where the invoice includes more than one item, the GL code assignment engine
414 separately assigns General Ledger codes to each line item. The transaction processor
410 uses the assigned General Ledger codes to generate expense data 411 associated with
the codes and, where multiple line items are involved, with each line item and
corresponding amount associated with codes relative to that line item.
The expense data 411 is sent by the transaction processor to the buyer processor 420,
which in turn sends the expense data 423 for storage with the buyer's associated General
Ledger Chart of Accounts 430. In some applications, the buyer processor 420 adds data to
the expense data 423, relative to the received expense data 411, such as for recordkeeping or
other purposes. In other applications, the transaction processor 410 sends the expense data
411 directly to the buyer's General Ledger Chart of Accounts 430, bypassing the buyer
processor 420. In still other applications, the transaction processor 410 sends the expense
data 411 to both the buyer processor 420 and the buyer's General Ledger Chart of Accounts
430, with the expense data 423 not being sent by the buyer processor ad indicated above.
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The expense data 411 is optionally sent to the database 440 for storage with GLcode classified record data 446, with an association to the particular transaction party or
parties to whom the expense data relates. This information can be subsequently accessed,
for example, for tracking or other purposes, by parties to the transaction or outside parties,
such as a regulatory agency.
The General Ledger code (or codes) associated with the expense data 423 is used to
identify a particular account (shown as accounts 1-N by way of example) in which to post
the expense data. Each account is associated with a particular unique GL code or set of
unique GL codes. In this regard, expense data is placed into an account identified by an
appropriate GL code.
In some applications, the transaction processor 410 is also programmed to authorize
payment for the invoice (or portion thereof) indicated as authorized in the invoice payment
authorization data 421. In this regard, a payment/auditing processor 416 generates payment
authorization data 417, including information to identify the source and destination of
funds, such as the buyer's bank or credit account and the seller's bank account. The
payment/auditing processor 416 authorizes the payment using,

information in the

invoice, user profiles 444 and, in some instances, contract information 448 that is also
returned with the profile and expense classification rule data 441.
Once payment is authorized, the payment authorization 417 is sent to a financial
institution 450, such as a bank or credit institution, which in turn sends a payment 451 to the
seller (or the seller's financial institution). In some applications, the financial institution
450 is the buyer's financial institution and, in other applications, the financial institution
450 is associated with the transaction processor 410 and makes the payment 451 on a credit
basis on behalf of the buyer, and in turn collects from the buyer for the payment 451 plus
any associated payment fees.
In some applications, communication is made between the buyer's General Ledger
Chart of Accounts 430 and the database 440 for storing expense classification rules with
General Ledger account code information 433. With this approach, updates made to the
buyer's General Ledger Chart of Accounts 430 can be automatically updated in the database
440 for us in assigning expense classification via corresponding updates made with the
expense classification rules 442.
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In another example embodiment of the present invention, the transaction processor
410 and the buyer processor 420 work to reassign General Ledger codes to data stored in
the buyer's General Ledger Chart of Accounts 403 in response to an update in either
expense classification rules relating thereto or an update in a characterization of processed
transaction data. For example, after the invoice 405 has been processed, the expense data
therein has been assigned a GL code and the assigned data stored, a subsequent change to
the buyer's accounting practices and/or to regulatory-type rules associated with the expense
classification may require a change in classification rules. In this regard, the buyer
processor 420 and/or the transaction processor 410 identifies expense data from the buyer's
General Ledger Chart of Accounts 430 that is susceptible to the rule change and accordingly
reassigns GL codes to the data in accordance with the above GL code assignment process.
In some applications, this reassignment is carried out in response to a particular GL code
expiring, relative to a timing characteristic relating to the GL code.
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for a system and approach to transaction management with
accounting data classification and compliance processing, according to another example
embodiment of the present invention. This approach may be implemented, for example, in
connection with the assignment approach described in connection with FIG. 4. In this
embodiment, a data association processor 520, classification processor 530 and compliance
processor 550 interact with information in a database 501 to process and/or generate
accounting-relateddata and further to facilitate the classification of data in accordance with
compliance rules 504. The database 501 stores accounting classification rules 502, user
profiles 503 and compliance rules 504 provided by users

transaction parties and

regulatory entities) as shown input to the database.
When transaction data 510 such as an invoice or receipt is received at the data
association processor 520, the data is parsed for information that can be used to associate
the data with the profile of the user sending or otherwise associated with the data, such as a
buyer and/or seller who are party to a common transaction. The data association processor
520 sends a profile request to the database 501

with a controller at the database 501

processing the request), which returns a user profile 522 that includes information that can
be used by the data association processor to associate the transaction data with one or more
users. The data association processor 520 sends associated transaction data 525 to the
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classification processor 530 and, in some applications, to the database 501 for
recordkeeping.
The classification processor 530 receives and processes the associated transaction
data by using the association to generate a classification rule request for retrieving
accounting classification rules 502 from the database 501. For instance, where the
associated transaction data specifies a particular user, the classification rule request includes
information identifying that user and, where appropriate, a particular type of transaction
data for use in identifying a classification type. Classification rules 532 are returned to the
classification processor 530, which classifies accounting data in the transaction data by
assigning a classification to each type of accounting data in the transaction data. The
classification processor 530 then sends classified accounting data 535 for storage in an
associated user's General Ledger Chart of Accounts 540 and to a compliance processor 550.
In some applications, the classified accounting data 535 is also sent to the database 501 for
storage with transaction record data 505 that can be accessed,

by a party to a

transaction or a regulatory entity such as entity 560.
The user's General Ledger Chart of Accounts 540 is implemented, for example, at a
particular user's place of business or in connection with a managed transaction processor.
In this context, and referring to FIG. 1, the General Ledger Chart of Accounts 540 is
selectively implemented at user's place of business such as at user node 120 or at the
transaction processor 110.
The compliance processor 550 processes the classified accounting data 535 by
requesting a compliance rule from the database 501, which returns compliance rules 552
associated with the particular type of classification of the accounting data 535. These
compliance rules include information such as that indicating acceptable accounting
approaches for particular types of expenses and/or revenues, reporting requirements or other
requirements typically associated with regulatory-type accounting rules. Where
appropriate, compliance data 555 is sent to a regulatory entity 560 for use in auditing or
otherwise monitoring the accounting practices of entities associated with the transaction
data 510.
In another example embodiment, the accounting classification rules 502 contemplate
timing aspects of a transaction with which the transaction data 510 is associated, and the
accounting data is assigned a classification that includes information relating to the timing.
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For example, information identifying an effective time of a transaction can be set by the
occurrence of a particular event, such as the payment of an invoice or the receipt of a
payment. The effective time of the transaction may also involve the use of an effective start
or end date, with different classifications applying to a particular transaction as relative to
one or both of the start or end date. In this regard, the accounting classification rules 502
may dictate that a particular classification be assigned as relative to the timing of such an
event or start/end date. For example, when a particular classification is related to an
accounting code that expires at the end of an accounting period and is replaced with a new
code after the expiration thereof, this information is associated with the accounting
classification rules 502 and used by the classification processor 530 to appropriately classify
.data relative to a timing characteristic.
In some applications, the classification rule request sent by the classification
processor 530 includes information indicating timing events. The classification rules 532
returned are those rules associated with the timing events.
In other applications, the classification processor 530 requests a time-unspecific set
of classification rules and parses returned classification rules 532 to identify rules therein to
us in classifying accounting data.
Whiile certain aspects of the present invention have been described with reference to
several particular example embodiments, those skilled in the art will recognize that many
changes may be made thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
invention, aspects of which are set forth in the following claims.

THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

0

A classification engine for processing transaction documents having line

S1.

item accounting data, the classification engine including:
association processor arrangement configured and arranged, for each

Can

of a plurality of transaction parties, to
access user profiles including information about each transaction party for
controlling each transaction party's access to the classification engine and for
cassociating transaction documents with a particular transaction party, and
associate transaction documents with a transaction party as a function of

0
N
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the user profiles and information in the transaction document; and
a classification processor configured and arranged, for each transaction
document associated with a particular one of the transaction parties by the
association processor arrangement, to
retrieve classification rules for the particular transaction party as a function
of the association of the transaction document with the particular transaction
party, the classification rules including information for classifying accounting data
for the particular transaction party,
identify, in response to and as a function of the associated transaction
document, line item accounting data, and
assign an accounting code to the identified accounting data for each line
item as a function of the classification rules.
2.

The classification engine of claim 1, further including a payment processor

configured and arranged to authorize payment for line item accounting data in the
transaction document as a function of business rules for the identified transaction
party associated with the transaction document bearing the line item accounting
data, wherein the classification processor is configured and arranged to assign an
accounting code to the identified accounting data for each line item as a function
of the classification rules in response to the payment processor authorizing
payment for the line item accounting data to which the accounting code is
assigned.

3.

O

The classification engine of claim 1, further including a data storage

Sarrangement to store classification rules, wherein the classification engine is
adapted to facilitate user access for storing classification rules in the data storage

0

arrangement by, for a user submitting classification rules,
authorizing the user as a function of the user profiles and security
information provided via the user, and
response to the user being authorized,

Sin

classification rules with the data storage arrangement

in

4.
S

storing the submitted

10

The classification engine of claim 3, wherein the classification engine is

further adapted to reassign, in response to the submitted classification rules
redefining a previously-implemented classification rule and as a function of the
redefined classification rule, an accounting code to identified accounting data for
a line item having previously been assigned an accounting code.
The classification engine of claim 1, wherein the classification processor is
configured and arranged to store information characterizing the line item
accounting data in association with the assigned accounting code in a data
storage arrangement.
6.

The classification engine of claim 5, wherein the classification processor is

configured and arranged to store information characterizing the line item
accounting data by storing, in association with the assigned accounting code,
information identifying a merchant offering to which the line item accounting data
applies and information indicating a cost of the merchant offering.
7.

The classification engine of claim 5, wherein the classification engine is

adapted to facilitate user access for modifying line item accounting data that has
been stored in association with the assigned accounting code by
authorizing a user as a function of the user profiles and security
information provided via the user, and
in response to the user being authorized, reassigning an accounting code
to the line item accounting data as directed by the authorized user and storing

IND
information characterizing the line item accounting data in association with the
reassigned accounting code in the data storage arrangement.
8.
N

The classification engine of claim 7, wherein the classification engine is

adapted to track the reassignment of accounting codes to line item accounting
data by storing data identifying the line item, the assigned accounting code, the
reassigned accounting code and an identification of the user reassigning the
accounting code.
9.

The classification engine of claim 1, wherein the classification processor is

cconfigured and arranged to assign an accounting code to the identified
accounting data for each line item as a function of the classification rules by
creating an accounting code as a function of the expense classification rules and
data in the transaction document and assigning the created accounting code to
the identified accounting data for each line item.
The classification engine of claim 1, further including a transaction auditing
processor configured and arranged to audit line item accounting data as a
function of business rules for the identified transaction party associated with the
transaction document bearing the line item accounting data, wherein the
classification processor is configured and arranged to assign an accounting code
to the identified accounting data for each line item as a function of the
classification rules in response to the transaction auditing processor's audit of the
line item accounting data to which the accounting code is assigned.
11.

The classification engine of claim 1, further including a payment processor

configured and arranged to authorize payment for line item accounting data in the
transaction document as a function of business rules for the identified transaction
party associated with the transaction document bearing the line item accounting
data and as a function of the classification processdr assigning an accounting
code to the identified accounting data for each line item.
12.

The classification engine of claim 1, wherein at least one of the

classification rules is defined as a function of time and type of accounting data,

IND
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and wherein the classification processor is adapted to assign an accounting code
to the identified accounting data for each line item as a function of a time-related
characteristic of the transaction document and the classification rules.
The classification engine of claim 1, wherein the classification processor is

S13.

adapted to access relationship data that identifies related accounting fields, and
to respond to a transaction document bearing accounting information for a
particular accounting field by updating an accounting field to which the particular
caccounting field is related.
14.

The classification engine of claim 1, further including a transaction

processor to assess a fee against a transaction party participating in a transaction
for which the transaction documents are processed.
In a transaction-processing environment for facilitating transactions
involving merchant offerings among parties including buyers and sellers, aspects
of each transaction bearing on a previously-provided agreement by the parties
and being characterized by at least one transaction-based document, a general
ledger assignment engine for classifying accounting data for implementation with
a user's general ledger chart of accounts, the general ledger assignment engine
configured and arranged to, for a transaction party:
facilitate the loading and storing of assignment rules for classifying
accounting data into accounting categories in the transaction party's general
ledger chart of accounts;
assign accounting codes to transaction data bearing on the previouslyprovided agreement as a function of the loaded and stored assignment rules; and
store the transaction data under accounting categories in the transaction
party's general ledger chart of accounts as a function of the assigned accounting
codes.
16.

The system of claim 15, wherein the general ledger assignment engine is

further configured and arranged to specify effective and expiration dates for each
accounting code as a function of the assignment rules.

IND
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17.

The system of claim 15, wherein the general ledger assignment engine is
to store the transaction data under accounting categories in the

Sadapted
U

transaction party's general ledger chart of accounts as a function of the assigned

d

codes by

_accounting

S

configuring the transaction data with accounting code assigned thereto into

5

a format specified by the transaction party and amenable for implementation with
the transaction party's general ledger chart of accounts, and

C

sending the configured transaction data to an automated general ledger
chart of accounts processing system specified by the transaction party.

c
c
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18.

A classification engine substantially as hereinbefore described with

reference to any one of the embodiments illustrated in the accompanying
drawings.
19.

A system substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to any

one of the embodiments illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
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